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Dear Iwan Sahrial Hamid,

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript titled as "Antiangiogenic effect of Ficus carica Linn leaf extract on total blood vessels, matrix metalloproteinase-9 expression and macrophages in the chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane" (Manuscript Number: SRP-2020-12-730 was accepted for publication in the Systematic Reviews in Pharmacy. Reviewer's comments are as follow:

Reviewer's Comments:
1-If author has measured metronomic dose?
2-Author has not mentioned Angiogenesis pathways targeted by plants.
3-Article is accepted for publication

You could check your possible publication date at your author page. You may login to your author account page, and visit accepted articles section in order to get official/formal acceptance letter as PDF.

I would like to remind that you could send your future manuscripts to Systematic Reviews in Pharmacy.

Sincerely yours,

#imagesignature#
Editor SysrevPharm, Dr.
Editor
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Dear Iwan Sahrial Hamid,

As we declared in "Instructions for Authors", you need to contribute to Systematic Reviews in Pharmacy for Regular publishing (Regular publishing).

For this purpose you should pay the following amount: $1200.

You can choose one of the following payment method.

Option 1: Paypal

https://paypal.me/intellectualedge?locale.x=en_US
Note:Click on the link to make payment
We accept payment in USD only
Add 5% Paypal Charges

Option 2: Indonesian Account (Only for Indonesian Authors)
Account Holder: CV. Intellectual Edge Consultancy
Bank Name: CIMB NIAGA Shariah
Branch: Cabang Banjarmasin-Ahmad Yani Km 2.5
Account Number: 860008267700
(Please make payment in IDR, USD to IDR exchange rate can be determine from BNI)

Option 3: Malaysia Account (All International Authors except Indonesian authors)
Bank Account Information in Order to pay the process Fee
Beneficiary's Name: Intellectual Edge Consultancy SDN Bhd
Contact No. +60-172957409
Bank Name Address: AFFIN ISLAMIC BANK BERHAD, MSU Shah Alam Business Centre, 2nd Floor University Drive, Off Persiaran Olahraga, 40100 Shah Alam, Selangor Malaysia
Beneficiary’s Account No: 106640006258
SWIFT CODE: AIBBMYKL
Beneficiary’s Address: B2-1902, TTDI Adina Jalan Judo 13/45 Shah Alam 40100 Selangor Malaysia

Option 4: Iraqi Authors can contact to following WhatsApp number for transfer fee from Iraq to Malaysia

Mr. Ahmad
WhatsApp Number: +964 7718516362

After payment please send us payment proof and your final version paper.
For urgent queries and information you may contact with our management team by WhataApp +60172957409

Best Regards
Editor SysrevPharm, Dr.
Editor
Systematic Reviews in Pharmacy
submissions.srp@gmail.com
http://my.ejmanager.com/srp
http://www.sysrevpharm.org
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Dear Editorial member,

I sent you the proof of receipt complete payment and revision file for article No SRP-2020-12-730. For your reference, I paid with an Indonesian bank account to CV. Intellectual Edge Consultancy. Could you inform me about the assigned volume and issue for these articles? Is it possible to published this month?

Thank you
Yours sincerely.
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srp editor <submissions.srp@gmail.com>
To: iwan sahrial hamid <iwan-s-h@fkh.unair.ac.id>

Thu, Jan 21, 2021 at 10:17 PM
Dear Iwan
Please revise your manuscript and insert figures and tables within the manuscript at their appropriate places **before references**. Reference section should be last part of manuscript. You also need to fill attached form and send us modified version of manuscript along with attached forms at your earliest convenience.

Regards
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srp editor <submissions.srp@gmail.com>  
To: iwan sahrial hamid <iwan-s-h@fkh.unair.ac.id>  
Fri, Jan 22, 2021 at 11:55 AM

Dear Iwan

It is to confirm that we have received your payment and final version paper.

Regards
Editorial Team SRP

[Quoted text hidden]

iwan sahrial hamid <iwan-s-h@fkh.unair.ac.id>  
To: srp editor <submissions.srp@gmail.com>  
Fri, Jan 22, 2021 at 2:46 PM

Dear Editor

Herewith the final version paper and letter of responsibilities.
Please inform me about further process. Could our article be published this month?

Regards
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